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Article by ANDY PARKINS
Back in 2017 I wrote an article for Garden Rail (Issue 272) about the construction of a station house for my garden
railway. The project was an attempt to combine the controls for my railway with something that would look right. To
this end I built the house with a detachable roof section to house two LGB controllers. These are powered from a
nearby waterproof socket, which is protected by an RCD. This enables me to run my railway in situ, rather than using
the controls I have in my shed that are adequate for normal running, but awkward when entertaining fellow
enthusiasts and trying to shunt precisely. I have inserted a twin pole switch on the shed low voltage feed wires to
prevent shorts occurring between the two different electric supplies to the track.
My railway is on a raised brick-built garden which is good for an ageing back and the knees and also lends itself to
manual point changing as all the 7 points are easy to reach. My railway is analogue so isolating sections are needed, I
have five of these: two are for the engine house and its back shunt; one for the station; one for the sidings and the
other is for the station bay platform which, being on the other side from the goods yard, is controlled separately
from the station house. When I first built the railway, I built myself a ground frame with four switches for the
isolators which worked fairly well but was not entirely weatherproof and required a lot of maintenance. Last year I
decided to relay my track on a concrete base, this gave me an opportunity to rewire the isolating rails with the wiring
encased in suitable conduit in the concrete base. I terminated all the new wiring to where the old ground frame
was and in keeping with the station house/control unit, built a small platelayer shed to house the new switches. The
method of construction was as per all my buildings, foam board double rebated on the corners and glued with
plumbers PVC-U cement as used in domestic wastepipes. The window was from Jackson miniatures the door scratch
built. The roof is on hinges to access the switches, it is finely balanced so if left open the slightest breeze will close it
which means it always looks good and is waterproof. The standard toggle switches inside the new building are much
easier to use than the ground frame and as they can be easily labelled, they are accessible for visitor use. A bonus is
that when being used by visitors the power can be cut to isolate any problem before it arises.
Andy Parkins

House with roof open

Station house front view

Plate layers Shed

Plate layers shed with roof open showing switches

LOCK DOWN BACK DROP
Article by Dave Fenner
What we do when we can spend more time at home?
The garden railway in my books has always been missing something to give it depth. Smaller gauges in halls show
what can be done to give realism with depth by adding back drop scenery. As I have a small garden layout, I am
aware of lack of distance to the eye that ends up with trains chasing their own taillights. Most people hated
lockdown but now having been given permission by the planning committee (the better half) and after a site
meeting it was granted the go ahead for 30“high sections which could be taken down and stored in between running
days. Whilst planning permission had now been granted, the costing was down to me. Financial considerations
needed to be discussed. Plan A was talking to Barry our next door neighbour who in a previous life used to teach art
and did theatre scenery painting (which is just what we needed for this) among other things and then made the
mistake of volunteering to paint a back drop for me. The material I had left over from another project was to be
recycled. Barry and I decided the 3ply 3 mm thick were suitable for the first 6 feet of back drop. This was going to be
the first trial piece which was to include two low relief buildings. First thing Barry did was a coat of white emulsion
as an under coat then bought back to the site to see what could be done with the low relief buildings as a starting
point. Barry then sketched with a pencil the outlines of what he thought may be suitable. Within a short time, I had a
phone call to asking me to come over and see what I thought of the work on the backdrop so far, the use of acrylic
paints and using brush or sponge to create a wonderful effect. I was most impressed with his work, even more so
when seen from a distance it looked even better. So, I gave the go ahead for the remainder of the backdrop to be
done. Next job was to find more 3 ply timber so off to the sheds for more and managed to buy it at the right height
i.e. 30” by 6 feet long 3 pieces plus what I had left in the garage. Another site meeting to cut to size and Barry then
takes them away for the first under coat. Then back to the site of work for more detailed pencil outline. Over the
next few days, a completed back drop was finished and put into place. A quick spraying with acrylic lacquer to help
weather proofing.
All parties so far were happy. Next was what to use and how to fix the back drops to the kick board at the rear of the
railway grass area (grass being artificial astro turf). The use of alloy angle screwed to the top of the kick board and
plywood glued to the rear on the boards seemed to be best bet for storage. The top of the boards is held together by

self-adhesive Velcro strips. See photos of the final fixing which was after many thoughts and a whisky or two. Total
length of the backdrop ended up as 31 feet when all up and running.
Cost of timber bought-in – 3 sheets of ply - worked out at £45.00 (did have some spare ply which was used, then the
paint from which Barry used worked out about £25.00 which you will have left over’s for other projects.
Time will only tell if this will work.
The final touches are made by Barry with all the pieces in place.
Now all we need a lockdown release to have an open day.
Dave Fenner
East Sussex group
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Article by Roy Braithwaite Lloyd
SALBRAE JUNCTION

Forward: After the American Civil War of 1861 – 65 the west was opened to migrants and railway mania swept
across the USA as railway companies were offered substantial rewards and land for every mile of track that they
could laid. Thus, the frenzy of different companies laying track within the sight of each other, which often led to
sabotage and bloodshed. Thus, my layout depicts this period with all these companies arriving at the fictitious
junction of Sabotage somewhere in the mid-west.

Four large American steam trains lining up

an overview of Roy’s garden railway, what a treat

The area management (her in doors) allowed me is the top part of the sloping garden and measures 8 x7 metres.
This involves either moving tons of soil or having a partial elevated section. As most narrow-gauge American railways
followed this procedure of various gradients, I decided that 4% was ideal and that I could still run 6-8 wagon goods
trains. I also wanted to incorporate a water feature and keep as many as I could of the established plants and
climbers. To raise the track bed, I used garden logging (photo below), to do this I dismantled each section by
removing the staples and wire holding them together. Having made a 1800mm adjustable jig the logging was
marked, cut and reassembled having a right and left section keeping the rise at the 4% maximum. These were
reassembled and joined with builder’s joist strapping put in place and fitted with 4x1 cement mix thus if the logging
rots the track stays in place.

Photo shows garden edge logging supporting gradient.

Handmade Trestle Bridge typical in the USA

Article by Jeff Fray
Sorry to say sad news that my Brother-law is seriously ill, and his hobby has for 40 years been model boats and ships
and because of this he has sold off most of his collection. Whilst on a visit he asked if I would like one and he also
said he would like to give me which ever one I liked. I choose an oil rig supply ship Viking Shore as this one was the
closest to G scale size wise (photos below) and as luck had it, it just fits into may small fish pond which is also good
because it gives some cover and shade for my fish. I don’t think a Heron’s will be visiting soon.

Supply ship afloat and just fits.

Track running along the pond ready for a harbour

I started by testing that I could get a set of points that would connect with my main track and this happily worked
out fine, and on test runs my Rack Engine and Wagons worked well with no derailments. This also showed me that I
had enough length to install a slop with rack track fitted to run the trains up to the harbour and to prove this I
constructed a wooden ramp to ensure that a rack loco could manage the gradient, and after a number of
adjustments everything was working fine. Lucky for me I had some spare lengths of track, a set of points and some
rack rail and clips so my only out expense was for the cement to construct the slope up to the pond soon to be the
harbour.

Points linking the main track up to the harbour, constructed slope with added ballast laid into the wet cement. My
next task is to look at a way to build a harbour that can be removed in the winter as the supply ship will be stored
away to protect it. I am hoping that I get this completed in time so my brother in-law will get a chance to see the
completed job.

Article by David Groves
I have built a mechanism to go inside a Piko gravel loading building which takes ‘ballast’ from a tippler wagon, lifting
it into the hopper which then loads a larger wagon. I had built a short section of 32mm track on bridges and
embankment waiting for when I can insert it into a garden layout. I need a method of pushing two tipper wagons
into place. I decided on a simple common style narrow gauge diesel shunter. I pinched a few features from various
places: side mounted radiator, tall exhaust pipe and silencer, numerous access doors, starting handle (for the
education of younger readers most cars had these not so long ago), a place for the oiling can and billy can, and
various controls. I drew up a control panel on CorelDraw, printed on photo paper and stuck it in place. I know that
many use thin strip and plywood for such models. The cowling is made from 2mm styrene sheet. It could not have
been easier. It is a simple box with chamfered edges with cut outs for the exhaust pipe and radiator

.

shows head in two driving positions

It sits on an IP Engineering four-wheel drive budget chassis. The chassis normally comes with a 4.5-volt motor. They
were kind enough to supply a 12-volt motor instead. The loco is intended to travel only 2-3 yards and needs to
accurately position each of the tipper wagons to tip their loads. I ruled out radio control on the grounds of cost and a
manual on-board switch is a bit fiddly. I decided on putting in a third rail to supply a variable 12-volt supply. I know
that a third rail in such circumstances is very much not prototypical, but it prevents hands and arms getting in the
way from a viewing perspective. The third rail is code 100 nickel silver flat bottom rail. I made chairs for it from
scraps of styrene.

view of underside,
I chose Mr Port from the Kara’s Kharacters range. He sits very nicely on the loco but has a fixed stare in one
direction. So, ‘off with his head’! I really did feel awkward gently sawing his head off! I drilled a hole through the
body which had to be vertical when he was in the seat. I mounted the body on the seat and positioned it under a
vertical pillar drill to drill the hole. His head is mounted on a brass rod. At the bottom of the rod I concocted an arm
which, when engaging on a discreet device mounted on sleepers in between the tracks, turns his head at each end of
his travels.

A couple of notes from Roger Allen
First a reminder that unfortunately we have had to cancel this year’s Autumn Indoor Meet, which was scheduled for
11th October at Pratts Bottom. We continue to plan for our Winter event at Teynham on January 31st 2021 but I feel
that reality is likely to impose some restrictions and limitations. We will update everybody in due course.
Like a few of my contemporaries another activity that I have carried out over the past 3 or 4 months has been to go
through my railway magazines and cull where I can. In theory a straightforward task but without family reminders I
have been tempted to only read them and then keep just in case! Some years back the French magazine “Le Train”
carried a regular series of articles on G scale in the garden under the pseudonym Célestin Cognito. Although autumn
is still a way off, one contributor, Frédéric Harti came up with an intriguing conversion of an LGB van into a mobile
leaf blower. He cut down a battery powered Black & Decker VP4300 Cordless Broom and mounted it in the van as
seen from the pictures below. Once leaf clearing duties were finished the blower could easily be removed and a
plough attachment and weights added to assist with snow clearance. The article doesn’t comment on the
successfulness of the conversion.

The B&D Cordless Broom before (top) and after conversion

On the left the leaf blower is in situ and on the right, it is removed and the snow plough added.

Article by John Woollett
I wanted some form of track cleaner that I could have running in an ordinary train without creating too much drag. I
came up with a Bachmann caboose with two weighted cleaning disks that turn by themselves as the caboose pulled
along. The disks are cut from the LGB / Massoth abrasive material and stuck onto old meccanno wheels and shafts.
The weighted vertical shafts rotate in plastic tubes located in a wooden block. As the shafts are set inside the track
gauge one side of each disk rests on the rail and naturally spins around as it travels along the rail.
The modified caboose will not clean up dirty track, I still have to use my manual cleaner on a stick. However, after
this it will help to keep the track clean and polished in a running session.

Track cleaning carriage

